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Abstract 

We have investigated the fluctuations of short-range order in several liquid crystal compounds by mea
suring the scattering of visible light. We have verified the linear temperature dependence of the leading term 
in the Landau-de Gennes free-energy expression in the isotropic phase. We have also obtained estimates 
for the bare correlation length, in the one-constant approximation, in the compounds isothiocyanato-4-
(trans-4-propylcyclohexyl) benzene (ICPCHB) and p-pentyl-p'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). For ICPCHB we find 
~o = 2.5 ± 2.2 A, and for 5CB we find ~o = 3.3 ± 0.7 A. Using a different approach with 5CB, we find that 
without the one-constant approximation, 60 = 4.7 ± 0.6 A. We furthermore find our observations consistent 
with a direct variation between the polarizability of a liquid crystal molecule, and the bare correlation length 
of its nematic phase. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction to liquid crystals 

What is a liquid crystal? The simple answer is that a liquid crystal is a substance which, under the 
right conditions, exists in certain phases of matter. (On occasion, some people may use the term "liquid 
crystal" to mean the phase of matter and not the substance which exhibits the phase, but we will avoid this 
usage.) These phases occur at temperatures intermediate between the solid and liquid phases, and they are 
genuinely different phases of matter. The transition from the solid phase to one of the new phases occurs 
at a sharply defined temperature characteristic of the substance, and has a latent heat of transformation. 
As the temperature is raised still further, there may be just one or several of these "new" phases. Finally, 
the transition from the last "new" phase to the liquid phase also occurs at a particular temperature and has 
a latent heat of transformation, though this is generally quite small (R:;5 J / g; compare 334 J / g for water). 
For a fuller characterization of these phases and transitions, we must consider what, exactly, distinguishes 
phases of matter from one another. 

The familiar phases of solid, liquid and gas differ from each other in apparent, everyday ways: a solid is 
to large extent rigid, a liquid can flow and take the shape of its container but is not very compressible, and 
a gas is both fluid and compressible. These macroscopic differences stem from microscopic differences in the 
arrangements of molecules in each phase, and these differences can be described using a concept of order. 

In a crystalline solid (for clarity we will henceforth call this the crystalline phase), molecules are rather 
rigidly bound both in space and orientation. While individual molecules will vibrate due to thermal excita
tions, a given molecule will more or less remain in a certain position in the crystal lattice, and remain pointed 
in some certain direction. Thus we say that the molecules in a solid possess a high degree of positional order 
(they stay in the same place), and also a high degree of orientational order (they stay pointed in the same 
direction) . 

In a liquid phase, molecules do not have a fixed position relative to each other (which allows the liquid 
phase to flow). The molecules also lack any preferred orientation, tumbling randomly; this makes the phase 
isotropic, and so we will call this phase the isotropic phase. Thus we say that the isotropic phase has almost 
no positional or orientational order. 

In one of the "liquid crystal" phases, the substance has an intermediate amount of order between that of 
the crystalline (solid) and isotropic (liquid) phases. The simplest such phase is known as the nematic phase. 
The typical molecule that exhibits this phase is long and rod-like. The molecules can flow past each other, 
but they tend to line up pointing in one particular direction (called the director) more often than not. Thus, 
the phase has very low positional order, like the isotropic liquid, but some amount of orientational order. 

In Fig. 1.1, a schematic depiction is given of what the arrangement of molecules might be in each of 
the three phases (crystalline, isotropic, and nematic) mentioned above. Note that the isotropic and nematic 
phases have about the same amount of positional order (which is to say, almost none), and that the nematic 
phase has considerably less orientational order than the crystalline phase, but more than the isotropic phase. 
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Solid Nematic Liquid 

Figure 1.1: Schematic of the crystalline (solid) , nematic, and isotropic (liquid) phases. 

It should be noted at this point that there are more phases than just these three that liquid crystals 
can exhibit. There are also a variety of smectic phases, in which the liquid crystal molecules not only tend 
to point along a director, but also tend to organize themselves into layers of various kinds; thus there is 
orientational order like in the nematic phase, and additionally a small amount of positional order. The 
nematic and smectic phases may additionally be chiral, and in this case the director undergoes some sort of 
periodic rotation throughout the sample. And there are a number of structures that are more complicated 
still. For the purposes of this thesis, however, the only phases of concern will be crystalline, (non-chiral) 
nematic , and isotropic. 

Since we have talked about certain phases having "greater" or "lesser" orders than others, it is time to 
quantify these various kinds of order. This is done by the use of an order parameter. Order parameters 
come in many different types, and they are not unique: the same transition can be quantified in a variety 
of different ways. For liquid crystals in the nematic phase, the most important order is orientational , so the 
order parameter we use should measure orientation in some way. A simple approach is to use the scalar 
order parameter S defined by: 

3 2 1 
S = / - cos e - - ) 

\ 2 2 ' 
(1.1 ) 

where e is the angle a molecule's long axis makes with the director , and the brackets denote a thermal 
average. 1 It should be emphasized that the long axis may point anywhere in three dimensions. Thus, if the 
molecules are all locked into pointing along the director, as is nearly the case in the crystalline phase, we 
have S = 1; and if the long axis points in every direction in three dimensions with equal probability, as in 
the isotropic phase, we have S = o. Typical values for S in the nematic phase are between about 0.3 and 
0.8, depending on the particular liquid crystal substance and on temperature. 

The scalar order parameter is useful in its conceptual simplicity, but for the purposes of this experiment 
it is desirable to have a somewhat different order parameter, which relies on a quantification of anisotropy. 
In the nematic phase, the existence of the director ensures that the substance is anisotropic, in particular 
in its electromagnetic and optical properties. Consider again one of the long and thin molecules of a typical 
liquid crystal. Due to the asymmetry of the molecule, the polarizability of the molecule takes one value 
for an electric field pointing along the long axis, and a different value for a field pointing perpendicular to 
the axis . Thus the polarizability for such a molecule is a (second-rank) tensor, rather than a scalar. Since 
the long axes of all the molecules tend to line up in the nematic phase, the dielectric constant of the bulk 

IThis average may, in general, be performed eit her by averaging the behavior of a single molecule over a long t ime, or by 
averaging the simultaneous behavior of a large number of molecules. 
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substance is also anisotropic, and we again need a tensor fij to describe it. In the isotropic phase, on the 
other hand, the molecules do not on average line up. Thus, even though the individual molecules still have 
an anisotropic polarizability, the dielectric constant of the bulk material is isotropic in the (aptly-named) 
isotropic phase. 

The foregoing discussion suggests that the "amount of anisotropy" in the dielectric constant tensor 
would make a good order parameter. We quantify this precisely by defining the tensor order parameter Qij 

as follows2 : 

(1.2) 

which amounts to subtracting off from fij the identity matrix times the average dielectric constant. The 
tensor order parameter is symmetric (because fij is symmetric in a loss less medium), and traceless. It can 
also be shown to be related to the scalar order parameter 8 by: 

~f 
Q .. = -8(3n·n· - 0·) 

"1 3 "1 "1' 
(1.3) 

where ~f = fp - ft is the difference in the dielectric constants parallel (fp) and transverse (ft) to the crystal 
axis in a perfectly aligned (8 = 1) crystal, and ni, nj are the components of the unit vector pointing along 
the director. 

As mentioned, the order parameter (scalar or tensor) has a nonzero average value in the nematic phase, 
and averages to zero in the isotropic phase. But it is not the case that, in the isotropic phase, the order 
parameter is exactly zero throughout the material. Small pockets of liquid crystal will, due to thermal 
fluctuations, occasionally align briefly as in the nematic phase, and then revert to the usual isotropic behavior. 
There is fluctuation in the value of the order parameter both across the space of the sample, and in time. The 
characteristic length scale of these fluctuations, also called the correlation length and denoted ~, decreases 
as the temperature rises away from the nematic-isotropic transition and the free energy difference between 
the two phases increases. Close to the transition, ~ is still small (order 10 nm or less), but large enough to 
scatter visible light, with an angular dependence indicative of ~. 

Because of the low latent heat of transformation, the isotropic-nematic transition behaves in many ways 
nearly as if it were critical (that is, a transition with zero latent heat). One result of this is that many of 
the properties of the isotropic phase, including correlation length, are "nearly" divergent, with a power-law 
dependence upon the reduced temperature, (T - T*)jT* . It will be shown in this thesis that the correlation 
length varies with temperature as 

(1.4) 

where T* is a so-called pseudo-critical temperature, slightly below the actual transition temperature, at which 
a critical transition would occur if the first-order transition did not occur beforehand. The bare correlation 
length ~o sets not only the length scale for the thermal fluctuations in order parameter, but indeed the length 
scale for every physical process related to the isotropic-nematic transition. 

Data for ~o is hard to come by, however. Stinson and Litster, in [11], and Gulari and Chu, in [6], report 
bare correlation lengths for the liquid crystal MBBA, giving 6.8 ± 1.0 A and 5.5 ± 0.2 A, respectively, and 
this is the extent of published data on the topic. The principal goal of this thesis experiment is to measure 
~o for other compounds. Aside from simply adding to the body of knowledge on liquid crystals, this is 
also intended to shed some light on the relationships between the collective behavior of liquid crystals (as 
indicated by ~o) and their chemical structure. Not much can be projected from only one compound's ~o, but 
we can make some informed speculation based on other experiments. 

2Here and henceforth we use the Einstein summation convention: whenever an index is repeated, a sum over the index is 
implicit. Thus aibi means the same thing as 2:i aibi. Also 8ij is the Kronecker delta which is equal to 1 if i = j and equal to 
o otherwise. 
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One factor we might expect to influence the characteristic length scale is simply the length of the liquid 
crystal molecule. We might reasonably suppose that the movements of larger molecules would be correlated 
out to a greater distance, strictly on account of their size. Another significant factor might be polarizability. 
In the non-polar case, at least, induced-dipole forces will be stronger for highly polarizable molecules, which 
suggests that the correlation length would also be increased. 

A third factor might be whether the molecule has a permanent dipole moment or not. However, the 
effect of this might be quite complex. We might expect that a molecule with a stronger-dipole end chain 
will have longer correlations than one with a weaker dipole, analogous to our expectation for non-polar 
molecules. On the other hand, studies on polar liquid crystals that exhibit a smectic (layering) phase have 
revealed something very interesting, which suggests that the situation may be more complicated: the spacing 
between layers for such molecules is greater than one molecular length, but less than two. The layers do not 
change their spacing when an external, perpendicular field is applied, which indicates that the long axes of 
the molecules are perpendicular to the layers (in smectic phases with the director at a slant to the layers, 
the electric field tends to change the director and layer spacing). What seems to be happening is that pairs 
of molecules overlap and associate as dimers; see Fig. 1.2 for a schematic illustration. There is evidence to 

eN eN 

eN eN 

Figure 1.2: Dimerization of polar molecules in the smectic phase. 

suggest that this kind of dimerization can happen in nematic liquid crystals too. For example, the liquid 
crystal 5CB (p-pentyl-p'-cyanobiphenyl) appears at first glance to be too short to form the nematic phase. 
That it does exhibit this phase could be understood if the dimer were the main unit of organization. In 
light of this complication, we are hesitant to speculate on the effects of dramatically changing the dipole 
moment of a molecule, but for small enough changes, some kind of direct variation of ~ with dipole moment 
still seems likely. 

We have chosen four nematic liquid crystals that have a variety of sizes, polarizabilities, and dipole 
moments. Measuring their bare correlation lengths, it is hoped, will reveal some connection between bulk 
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behavior and chemical structure. Along the way, we will probe the near-critical behavior of the isotropic
nematic transition and put the Landau-de Gennes theory of liquid crystals to the test. We now turn to a 
careful development of the some predictions of that theory. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

The bulk of this section is devoted to a light-scattering calculation. In particular, we calculate, as a function 
of deflection angle, the light scattered by a liquid crystal at thermal equilibrium in its isotropic phase. By 
using the Stokes vector-Mueller matrix formalism, we are able to perform this calculation for arbitrary initial 
and final polarization states. 

The calculation is divided into a number of sub-sections. First, a quick overview of scattering in the Born 
approximation (that is, the limit of weak scattering) is given, followed by a general introduction to Stokes 
vectors and Mueller matrices. Next, the Mueller matrix is derived (following the approach of Hornreich 
and Shtrikman in [7]) for light scattering from an arbitrary continuous linear medium, and presented in a 
particularly useful form. Specific properties of the isotropic phase are then invoked to derive an expression 
for intensity of scattered light in terms of angle, temperature, and polarization state. Finally, we correct our 
analysis to include the possibility of double-scattering events. 

2.1 Scattering in the Born approximation 

First, a word about liquid crystals in the context of this experiment. We are considering the scattering of 
visible light in the isotropic phase of a liquid crystal. The wavelength of visible light, on the order of 1000 A 
(the light used in this experiment is all either 5145 or 4880 A), is much greater than the size of a typical 
liquid crystal molecule (on the order of 10 A). This means that it is quite a good approximation to view the 
scattering medium as continuous. Additionally, the fact that the liquid crystals are in the isotropic phase 
means that, in all directions but straight forward (i.e. no deflection), the scattering will be weak enough to 
be linear. 

We begin our derivation with an expression for the far-field radiation from an arbitrary charge distribu
tion. Suppose we have a charge distribution that is changing in time, described by p(r, t), and localized near 
the origin. Then the radiated electric field E(R, t) far away from the origin can be shown l to be 

E(R,t) = ;;~ [R x (R x p)] (2.1) 

where p is the total dipole moment of the distribution, evaluated at the retarded time to = t - Rj c. (When 
the charge distribution consists of a simple oscillating electric dipole, this expression simplifies into more 
familiar form.) 

Now, we consider the scattering that will result if an incident monochromatic plane wave interacts with 
f----t 

some material that is described by the dielectric constant tensor 7(r, t) = I + d(r, t), where d is the 

lSee for example [4] pp. 454-457. 
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electric susceptibility tensor. In this case, the polarization P is 

P(r, t) = EO 'a'(r, t) . E(r, t) ~ EO 'a'(r, t) . Ei(r, t), (2.2) 

where the approximation E ~ Ei is valid in the case where the incident field is large and the polarization 
is small (that is, in the case of weak scattering). Supposing that the incident field is the plane wave 
Ei(r, t) = Eoei(ki·r-wt), we find that the polarization is 

P(r, t) = EOei(ki·r-wt) ['a'(r, t) . Eo] . (2.3) 

Now let us consider the geometry depicted in Fig. 2.1. We consider the interaction of the incident wave 
with a small volume d3 r of material located at r. The incident wave causes a time-varying polarization in 
this volume, which oscillates at the same frequency w as E i . This oscillating polarization gives rise to a 
radiated field, which we then detect with an instrument at R. The dipole moment p in the volume d3 r is 

Incoming beam 
:;. 

Figure 2.1: Scattering of a plane wave off a sample and into a detector. 

p(r, t) = P(r, t)d3r = Eoei(ki·r-wt)'a'(r, t) . Eo 

which implies 

Detector 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where we have neglected terms involving time derivatives of 'a' (the oscillations of the electric field are much 
faster than variations in susceptibility for most materials). Using this expression in Eq. 2.1 (and substituting 
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s for R), we find that the field dEs at the detector due to this volume element is 

dEs(R, t) = P,o [8 x (8 x p)] 
47r8 

2 
= -P,OfOW ei(ki·r-wtO) [8 x (8 x ['a'(r, to) . Eo])] d3 r 

47r8 
2 

-P,OfOW i(ki·r+sw/c-wto) [A (A [f----+( t) E])] d3 = e s x s x a r, 0 . 0 r 
47r8 

where in the last line we have substituted in for the retarded time to. 

(2.6) 

Now, we assume that R» r, which implies that s is nearly equal to R. This is a fine approximation for 
calculating amplitudes and directions of the field at R; we will then find that the radiated waves at Rare 
very nearly plane waves with propagation vector k f = (w / c )R. But W / c is a large number for the visible 
light we use in our experiment, so we should be more careful with the phase in the above expression. If e is 
the angle between rand R, we find that to first order, 8 ~ R - r cos e and 

W 
8- ~ (R - r cos e)k f = R· k f - r . k f . 

c 
(2.7) 

Making this approximation in the exponent and the approximation s ~ R elsewhere, and defining q = k f - ki' 
we find: 

2 
dEs(R, t) = -~:f~W e-iq.rei(krR-wt)R x (R x ['a'(r, to) . Eo]) d3r. (2.8) 

We now find the total field at R by integrating over the total scattering volume V: 

2 
E (R t) -P,OfOW i(krR-wt)RA x 

s , = 47rR e 
(2.9) 

where in the last line we have introduced the Fourier component 'a'(q). 
To work out the vector triple product, we work in a coordinate system (x', y', z') in which the z' axis is 

parallel to R. We expand the product as: 

R x (R x ['a' (q, to) . Eo]) = R ( R . 'a' (q, to) . Eo) - (R. R) 'a' (q, to) . Eo. (2.10) 

By taking scalar products with the unit vectors in the x', y', z' directions, we find that the expression of Es 
in terms of components of 'a' (q) . Eo is 

(2.11) 

f----+ f----+ 
Recalling that 'a' = 7 - I and noting that the constant I has only a zero-frequency Fourier component, 
we can write more succinctly for q of. 0 

2 
E (R t) = P,OfOW ei(krR - wt ) [7( t)] . 
s, 47r R q, 0 transverse (2.12) 

We will make use of this result later. 
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2.2 Stokes vectors and Mueller matrices 

We now turn to the problem of describing light of general polarization, and its interactions with optical 
elements. There are numerous formalisms for doing this in classical electrodynamics. We can of course talk 
about the electromagnetic waves directly, but this can make calculations very complicated in many systems. 
Of the various computationally simpler methods, the Stokes vector has the virtue of not requiring explicit 
reference to the orientation of the light field. This means the light can be described strictly in terms of 
macroscopic properties that can be measured easily. Another advantage of the formalism is that it can 
handle very easily the superposition of incoherent light waves, with varying degrees of polarization, and this 
will be quite important in the present application. The tradeoff is that, in general, the formalism is no good 
for combinations of coherent waves, but this limitation will not arise in the present experiment. 

The Stokes vector is a column vector with four entries, S1, S2, S3, S4. Given a beam of light, we ex
perimentally assign it a Stokes vector using a set of four filters to make four intensity measurements. We 
need two filters that pass all light of a certain linear polarization (and block all light polarized along the 
orthogonal direction), and we need two filters that pass all light of a certain circular polarization (and block 
all light circularly polarized in the opposite sense). Assume that the beam is propagating in the z direction. 
We define: 

• S1 is the intensity of the beam. 

• S2 is the intensity measured when the beam is passed through a linear filter passing x-polarized light, 
minus that measured through a filter passing y-polarized light. 

• S3 is the intensity measured when the beam is passed through a linear filter passing light polarized at 
+450 to the x-axis, minus that measured through a filter passing light polarized at -450 • 

• S4 is the intensity measured when the beam is passed through a filter passing right-handed circularly 
polarized (RCP) light, minus that measured through a filter passing left-handed circularly polarized 
(LCP) light. 

More symbolically, if we let Ipol denote the intensity of the beam after passing through a filter that passes 
light with the polarization pol, we have: 

• S2 = Ix - Iy 

• S3 = 1+450 - L 45 0 

• S4 = I ROP - hop· 

These definitions mean, for example, that a beam of unit-intensity natural (unpolarized) light has Stokes 
vector (S1, S2, S3, S4) = (1,0,0,0), a beam totally polarized along the x-axis would have (1,1,0,0), a beam 
partially polarized along the y-axis might have (1, -0.5,0,0), etc. In general S6 2: Sr + S5 + S§, with 
equality only for totally polarized light. Additionally, if two incoherent beams with Stokes vectors SA, SB 
are combined, the resulting beam has Stokes vector SA + SB. It is worth noting that the incoherence is 
essential to this result: if we add two in-phase beams, each with Stokes vector (1,1,0,0), the resultant beam 
has Stokes vector (4,4,0,0) (the doubled field quadruples the intensity), but if the same beams are added 
when 1800 out of phase, they destructively interfere and vanish! 

We can also define the Stokes vectors in terms of the electric field (which will be useful in the following 
derivation). Consider a plane wave traveling in the z-direction with electric field E(t) = Ex(t)i+Ey(t)j (the 
components may, but need not, have a fixed phase relation). Using angle brackets to denote a time average 
over many periods, we have: 
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• 8 1 = (ExE; + EyE;) 

• 82 = (ExE; - EyE;) 

• 83 = (ExE; + EyE;) 

• 84 = (i(ExE; - EyE;)). 

It is straightforward to verify that this microscopic definition of the Stokes vector is equivalent to the 
macroscopic one above. 

In a typical optics experiment, we will shine light of some polarization type onto or through some optical 
element (polarizers, wave retarders, a sample of liquid crystal, etc.), and the interaction will change the 
intensity and polarization state of the light in some way. In the present formalism, the state of a light beam 
is given by the Stokes vector, and we represent the effect of a (linear) optical element with a 4x4 matrix, 
called a Mueller matrix. In the most general case all 16 of the matrix elements can be independent. In the 
case of scattering in a continuous linear medium, the calculations of these elements are tractable, and it is 
to these calculations that we now turn. 

2.3 Deriving the Mueller matrix in general 

As previously discussed, the shape of the liquid crystal molecule (long and skinny) gives rise to significant 
anisotropy in electric polarizability. Hence, we use a second-rank 3x3 tensor tij to describe the dielectric 
constant. Assuming the medium to be lossless (that is, all scattering is elastic), it can be shown2 that this 
tensor must be symmetric and real. There are six independent entries in such a matrix, so we may express 
the dielectric constant as a linear combination of a set of six basis matrices. These will be introduced in a 
moment. 

Recall that the order parameter Qij is the anisotropic part of the dielectric tensor. So if E = tid3 is the 
average dielectric constant, 

tij = E8ij + Qij. (2.13) 

We first express tij(r) in terms of its Fourier transform3 : 

(2.14) 

The trace of Qij is 0, expressed in either r or q space, and it is symmetric because tij is. Therefore it can 
be written in terms of just five basis matrices. The five we choose for expressing Qij(q), called the spherical 
basis modes, are: 

±i 
-1 
o 

M±1 = - 0 1 ( 0 

2 ±1 

o 
o ~1 ) t , 

o 
f-----7 A A A 

(2.15) 

For each q, we construct these basis matrices M m (q) using a coordinate frame i( q), j (q), k( q) having the 
A f-----7 

k( q) axis parallel to q. In this construction, the M 0 mode generates a uniaxial crystal with crystal axis along 

2See, for example, [5], pp. 535-536. 
3Strictly speaking, we should not actually use the continuous Fourier transform. Because the liquid crystal sample is not 

truly continuous, but rather composed of a finite number of discrete molecules, it supports only a finite number of normal 
vibrational modes. For this reason, we should really use a finite Fourier-type series, but the Fourier transform is simpler to use. 
When the equipartition theorem is used later in this derivation, however, it will be important to remember that these integrals 
should actually be finite sums. 
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f-----+ 

q; the M ±1 modes give a configuration in which the director makes a conical spiral (in opposite directions 
f-----+ 

for opposite signs) around q at a 45° inclination; and in the M ±2 modes, the director rotates (again in two 
directions) in a plane spiral, normal to q. Note that there is no physical difference between the directors ii 
and -ii, so the rotational period for the ±2 modes is half that for the ±1 modes. 

f-----+ f-----+ 

In general, Q (q) is a linear combination of the M m ( q), with complex coefficients that depend on q. We 
write these coefficients in terms of their amplitudes Em (q) and their phases 'l/Jm (q), to get: 

2 

7(r) = J E(q) 7 eiq.rd3q + L J Em (q)ei,p=(q)Mm(q)eiq.rd3q, 
m=-2 

(2.16) 

f-----+ 

where I is the identity tensor. 
Before proceeding further, we will construct three special coordinate frames. Consider a scattering event 

in which a plane wave with propagation vector k i strikes a sample, and scatters elastically with scattering 
angle B and an outgoing propagation vector k f. For each of the vectors ki' k f' and q = k f - ki' we define 
the right-handed coordinate system i, f or q with z-axis parallel to the vector and x-axis in the scattering 
plane, all of which have their origins at the scattering site (see Figs. 2.2, 2.3).4 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of vectors ki' k f' q and scattering half-angle B /2. 

The following coordinate transformations hold: 

i = - sin - i + cos - k A (B) A (B) A 

" 2 q 2 q 

A (B) A (B) A kq = cos "2 if + sin "2 k f 

A A A 

ji = jq = jf (2.17) 

Because the scattering is elastic, Ikil = Ikfl = ko and sin(~) = Iql/2ko. Suppose that the incident beam 
is composed of a superposition of transverse electric plane waves of the form5 

(2.18) 

where Ei = Eixii + EiyJi as expressed in the i-frame, and the phase factors Oi for components of different 
frequencies are in general independent and uncorrelated (that is, the components of different frequency are 

4 Technically, this use of the symbol q is distinct from its use in a Fourier transform. However, since we are using the Born 
approximation, in which scattering is determined by the Fourier component along the scattering vector, we need not maintain 
this distinction, and we will use the same symbol q for both meanings. 

5The actual physical wave is of course the real part of this expression. 
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Xf 

V 
q 

Figure 2.3: Definitions of i, t, and q coordinate frames. 

incoherent, so we may add up their Stokes vectors). We transform into the q-frame: 

(8) A A (8) A Ei = -Eix sin "2 iq + Eiyjq + E ix cos "2 k q. (2.19) 

We now use the result derived in the first section.In the Born approximation, each incoming plane wave 
gives rise to an outgoing plane wave £j, with the same phase, which has the form: 

(2.20) 

and with electric field amplitude proportional to the transverse part of the product of the Fourier component 
7(q) with the incident field E i : 

Ej = g (7(q)Ei )transverse; (2.21) 
2 

here g = f.1,~::;' is a collection of coefficients that are independent of any variable in the experiment (in 
particular, all intensity measurements are made at the same distance R). If we express everything in the 

f-----7 

q-basis (which means we must rotate the Mm basis matrices), we obtain6 : 

6 All the dependence upon q is suppressed. 

i( 1'20<2 - C20<-2) 

2i' - 1'20<2 - 1'00<0 - 1'-20<-2 

i(flO<I + CIO<-I) 
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where a = ei,p", for m = ±1 ±2 and ao = fiei,po 
m "V 3 . 

We now just need to rotate into the J-frame, and pick out the transverse (that is, x and y) components. 
Using the abbreviated notations c = cos(~), C2 = cose, s = sin(~), S2 = sine, the result is 

E fx = ~g{ [2EC2 - (f2a2 + C2a_2)s2 + foao(c2 + 1)] Eix 

+ i [(f2a2 - C2a-2)S + (flal + cla-l)c] EiY } 

E fy = ~g{ - i [(f2a2 - C2a-2)S - (flal + cla-l)c] Eix 

+ (2E - f2a2 - foao - C2a-2)Eiy }. 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

What we have derived up to this point is essentially the effect of scattering off of a "frozen" sample of 
liquid crystal-we have not allowed for any change in time of 7. In any actual light scattering experiment, 
we make intensity measurements over a long enough time period that we should do a thermodynamic average. 
We will denote this operation with angled brackets O. 

As one last intermediate step before calculating the Stokes vector of the outgoing beam, let us define and 
calculate the so-called Jones or coherency matrices (which are actually written as vectors) (J f) and J i : 

(2.26) 

( 
L:EixEix ) 

J. = L:EixEiy 
• L:EixEiY' 

L:EiyEiy 

(2.27) 

where the sign L: indicates a summation over all the incoherent plane waves that compose the incoming 
and scattered beams. (Since the incoming beam has not yet encountered any interaction where the director 
matters, we need not perform an average for the incoming vector Jd Examination of Eqs. 2.24 and 2.25 
indicates that all the elements of (J f) will be linear combinations of EixEix, EixEiy, EixEiy, and EiyEiy, 
which are the elements of J i. So (J f) is related to J i by some matrix operation, which it will be convenient 
to express as: 

f---+ 

1 2 f---+ 
(Jf) = -g TJ i 4 . (2.28) 

The matrix T must be 4x4 and Hermitian (on account of a kind of pseudo-Hermiticity of J i : hand J4 

are real, and h = J3). It can be calculated by computing the elements of (J f). While these calculations 
are lengthy, it may be helpful to the reader to do out one matrix element in all its details, to bring out one 
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subtlety. We first calculate EJxEjx: 

2 

IEJxl 2 = g4 {1 2fC2 - (E2a 2 + E-2a _2)s2 + Eoao(c2 + 1)1 2EixE ix 

+ i [2fC2 - (E2a2 + E-2a_2)s2 + Eoao(c2 + 1)]* [(E2a2 - E-2a_2)S + (Elal + E-la_l)c] EixEiY 

- i [2EC2 - (E2a2 + E-2a_2)S2 + EOaO(c2 + 1)] [(E2a2 - E-2a-2)S + (Elal + E-la_l)c]* EixEiy 

+ I(E2a2 - E-2a-2)S + (Elal + E-la_l)cI2 EiyEiy} 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

Comparison of lines 2.29 and 2.30 gives expressions for the T{n; then performing the time average yields 
Tln = (T{n)' For example, we have for Tn 7 

T{l =12fC2 - (E2a2 + E-2a _2)s2 + Eoao(c2 + 1W 

=12fC2 + EOaO(c2 + 1)1 2 - (2fC2 + EOaO(c2 + 1))(E2a2 + E-2a_2)*s2 

- (2fC2 + Eoao(c2 + 1))*(E2a2 + E-2a_2)s2 + IE2a2 + E-2a_21 2s4 

=12fC2 + Eoao(c2 + 1)1 2 - (2fC2 + Eoao(c2 + 1))(E2a2 + E-2a_2)*s2 

- (2fC2 + Eoao(c2 + 1))*(E2a2 + E-2a_2)s2 

+ s4(E~la212 + E2E-2(a2a"'-2 + a~a_2) + E~2Ia_212). 

(2.31 ) 

We have quite a number of terms involving am in Eq. 2.31! Luckily, many of them vanish upon performing 
the time average. We have laml2 = 1 for m = ±1, ±2. However, we expect that each of the spherical basis 
modes is an independent degree of freedom, so there should be no correlation between the phases of the am. 
Hence all expressions of the type (aman ), where m i=- n, vanish in the time average. Our result for Tn is 
therefore: 

Tu = (T{l) = (l2Ec2 + EOaO(c2 + 1)12) + S4((E~) + (E~2))' 
Similar tricks are used in calculating the other Tmn. The results are: 

Tu = (l2Ec2 + Eoao(c2 + 1W) + s4((E~) + (E~2)) 
T12 = T~l = T{3 = T31 = i( (E~) - (E~2) )s3 

T14 = T41 = ((E~) + (E~2) )s2 + ((EI) + (E~l) )c2 

T22 = T;3 = ([2fC2 + EOaO(c2 + 1)] (2f - EOa~)) + ((E~) + (E~2) )S2 

T23 = T32 = - ( ( E~) + (E~ 2) ) s2 + (( EI) + (E~ 1) ) c2 

T24 = Tt2 = T;4 = T43 = -i( (E~) - (E~2))S 

T44 = (12f - Eoaol 2) + ((E~) + (E~2))' 
f------+ 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

With the matrix T in hand, we now recall the microscopic definition of the Stokes vectors (edited for 
our purposes by the inclusion of the 2: sum over all incoherent plane waves, and the averaging over director 
angle for the scattered beam): 

2:(EixE ix + EiyEiy) 
2:(EixE ix - EiyEiy) 
2:(EixE iy + EixEiY) 

-i 2: (EixEiy - EixEiY) 

7Remember that the Em are real and nonnegative. 
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(2:(Eix Eix + EiyEiy)) 
(2:(Eix Eix - EiyEiy)) 
(2:(Eix Eiy + EixEiY)) 

(-i 2: (EixEiy - EixEiY)) 
) (2.34) 



f----7 

The Stokes vectors are related to the coherency matrices through a linear transformation S = A J, where 

f----7 

A= ( i ~ ~ !1) 
o 1 1 0 . 
o -i 0 

(2.35) 

We are now ready to calculate the Mueller matrix /1, defined by the relation (Sf) = /1Si. We have: 

(2.36) 

which implies 

(2.37) 

f----7 f----7 f----7 
Because conjugation by A is a unitary transformation and T is Hermitian, f..L is also Hermitian. 

Calculation of the reduced matrix /1 = /1 / ~g2 yields: 

Mn = (l2Ec2 + Eoao(c2 + 1) 12) + (12E - Eoaol 2) + ((E~) + (E~2) )(82 + 1)2 + 2( (Ei) + (E~l) )c2 

M12 = M21 = (12EC2 + EOaO(c2 + 1)12) - (12E - Eoaol 2) - ((E~) + (E~2))(1 - 84) 

M13 = M31 = M23 = M32 = 0 

M14 = M41 = -2((E~) - (E~2))8(82 + 1) 

M22 = (12EC2 + Eoao(c2 + 1)12) + (12E - Eoaol 2) + ((E~) + (E~2))c4 - 2((Ei) + (E~1))c2 
M24 = M42 = 2( (E~) - (E~2) )8C2 

M33 = 2Re([2Ec2 + EOaO( c2 + 1) 1 (2E - EOa~)) + 2( (Ei) + (E~l) )c2 

M34 = M~3 = 2iIm( [2EC2 + Eoao( c2 + 1) 1 (2E - Eoa~)) 

M44 = 2Re([2Ec2 + Eoao( c2 + 1) 1 (2E - Eoa~)) + 4( (E~) + (E~2) )82 - 2( (Ei) + (E~l) )c2 . 

(2.38) 

This Mueller matrix will determine the scattering from any linear, continuous medium in which the 
phases of the spherical basis modes are uncorrelated, provided the Em, E, and ao are known. (In fact, this 
matrix also describes scattering for a polycrystalline medium, which was the case treated in Hornreich and 
Shtrikman's paper [7].) In the present experiment, we are concerned with the isotropic phase, in which E is 
essentially constant in space. This implies that E( q) is zero for nearly all non-zero scattering vectors q. This 
simplifies the Mij considerably, and also removes dependence on the phase of ao, which can be factored out 
of absolute value bars in every occurrence. All that remains is to calculate the (E;;"). 

2.4 Finding (E~) in the isotropic phase 

We use two main tools in the following derivation. One is Fourier theory, which is used to work with a 
particular scattering vector q. The other, the equipartition theorem of classical thermodynamics, states 
that the average energy tied up in each independent quadratic energy term is kT /2, where T is the absolute 
temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant. 

The starting point for this derivation is the expression for free energy density in a liquid crystal in 
the isotropic phase. A few words are in order concerning the origin of this expression. The expression 
is a phenomenological one, not one derived from first principles. The idea, proposed by de Gennes in [2] 
and based on an approach used by Landau, is that, in the isotropic phase (and far enough away from the 
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isotropic-nematic transition, however far that is), the free energy density F may be expressed in a power 
series of the order parameter and its spatial derivatives; symmetry considerations (such as invariance under 
rotation about the director) are used to pare down the many possible terms, and the series is taken out as 
far as necessary to explain observations. Out to fourth order, and in the absence of external fields, the result 
is: 

(2.39) 

where 80'. = 8/8xO'., and we continue to use the Einstein summation convention. The coefficient a must 
pass through zero for a phase transition to occur [12], and it is satisfactory to assume that it has the 
linear temperature dependence a(T) = ao(T - T*), where T* is a "pseudo-critical" temperature slightly 
(usually about 1 K) below the actual transition temperature Te. The remaining coefficients are assumed to 
be temperature-independent. The third-order term must be present to make the transition first-order (that 
is, have a nonzero latent heat). The coefficients band c are related to two correlation lengths ~r = b / a and 
~~ = c/ a; 6 and 6 represent the size and ellipticity, respectively, of the regions in which thermal fluctuations 
of the order parameter are coherent (see [11]). 

For the rest of the calculation, we restrict to the "harmonic approximation" in which terms of third and 
higher order are neglected; this is justified by the fact that the order parameter averages to zero in the 
isotropic phase, and even over short time and length scales never gets very large. In this approximation, the 
energy difference 8<T?v in a volume V due to fluctuations in the order parameter is: 

We now work in Fourier space with the transformations: 

QO'.,B(q) = (2~)3 J QO'.,B(r)e- iq.rd3r 

QO'.,B(r) = J QO'.,B(q)eiq.rd3q, 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

where the integrals are taken over all vectors r or q as appropriate. As previously mentioned, these transforms 
assume a perfectly continuous medium of infinite extent. While the continuum approximation is a fairly good 
one in the present case, it will be significant, when we use the equipartition theorem, that the appropriate 
transform involves not an integral but a finite sum (due to the fact that a finite number of particles can 
support only a finite number of normal vibrational modes). We will also use the following expression for the 
three-dimensional Dirac delta function: 

J(q _ q') = _1_ r ei(q-q').rd3r. 
(27r)3 iv (2.43) 

Substituting the expression for QO'.,B(q) into the expression for free energy and computing the spatial deriva
tives yields: 

8<T?v = ~ ill, [aQO'.,B(q)QO'.,B(q') - bqO'.q~Q,B'Y(q)Q,B'Y(q') 

- CqO'.q~QO'.,B(q)Q'Y,B(q')] . ei(q+q').rd3q'd3qd3r. 
(2.44) 
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We perform the integration over r and get a delta function: 

8cI>v = (2;)3ll, 5(q + q') [aQaj3 (q)Qaj3 (q') - bqaq~Qj3'Y(q)Qj3'Y(q') - cqaq~Qaj3(q)Q'Yj3(q')Jd3q'd3q, 
(2.45) 

where qa is the component of q along the a axis. Performing the integration over q' now activates the delta 
function's "sifting" property, picking out the value q' = -q: 

(2.46) 

Suppose we want to calculate Em(qO) for some particular scattering vector qo. We can take advantage of 
the fact that the "integral" in the previous line is actually a sum, and separate out all the terms involving 
qo, leaving the rest to deal with later. We then choose a coordinate system such that qo = qok. In switching 
from the integral to the sum, we introduce a "mesh size" 77, which is the non-infinitesimal analogue of d3 q; 
it is something like an inverse density of states. The result is: 

8cI>v = ~(27f)3 [aQaj3(qo)Qaj3( -qo) + bq5Qj3'Y (qo) Qj3'Y ( -qo) + Cq5Q3j3 (qo) Q3j3 ( -qo) + L ( ... )]. 
q#qO 

(2.47) 
Since Q aj3 (r) is real, its Fourier transform satisfies Q aj3 (-q) = Q aj3 (q) *. This simplifies things somewhat: 

8cI>v = ~(27f)3 [a L IQaj3(qo)1 2 + bq5 L I Qj3'Y (qo)12 + cq5 L IQ3j3(qOW + L ( ... )] 
a,j3 j3,'Y j3 q#qO 

where all sums have been explicitly indicated. 
f------+ f------+ 

We now express Q ( qo) in terms of the basis matrices M m 8: 

E2ei1/J2 + E_2ei1/J-2 - y"j,Eoei1/Jo 

i( E2ei1/J2 - E- 2ei 1/J-2) 

E1 ei1/Jl - E_1 ei1/J-l 

i( E2ei1/J2 - E- 2ei 1/J-2) 

-E2ei1/J2 - E_2ei1/J-2 - y"j,Eoei1/Jo 

i( E1 ei1/Jl + E-1 ei1/J-l ) 

i(E1ei1/Jl + E- 1ei1/J-l) 

2y"j,Eoei1/Jo 

(2.48) 

) 
(2.49) 

By consulting this expression, it is straightforward, though quite tedious, to compute the sums in Eq. 2.48 
in terms of the Em. The results are surprisingly compact (almost suggesting some foresight in the choice of 

f------+ 

the basis matrices M m!): 
2 

L IQaj3(qo)1 2 = L E;' (2.50) 
a,j3 m=-2 

(2.51 ) 

8 All dependence of Em and 'l/Jm upon qo has been suppressed for legibility. 
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Returning to Eq. 2.48 with these results, we find: 

(2.52) 

Now, finally, we can use the equipartition theorem. Every independent quadratic term in a classical 
energy expression, when a thermodynamic average is taken, yields kT /2. Using this fact on the qo portion 
of the above, we have: 

(2.53) 

or, rearranging, 
2 TJkT/(27r)3 

(fm(qO)) = a + [b + ~(4 - m 2 )] q5· (2.54) 

This is the value we have been seeking. 
Before moving on to the final calculations, let us change the appearance of Eq. 2.54 slightly. By factoring 

a out of the denominator, introducing the correlation lengths ~i = b/a and ~~ = c/a, and including the 
relation a = ao(T - T*), we obtain 

(2.55) 

We have not determined what TJ or ao will be, and this is fine. The coefficients TJk/(27r)3ao will eventually be 
swallowed up in a constant of proportionality that includes, among other things, scattering volume, detector 
efficiency, and the conversion in our detection equipment between intensity and voltage. All that matters to 
us is that these coefficients are independent of angle and temperature. 

Because a is a linear function of T and band c are independent of temperature, the correlation lengths 
have an inverse-square-root dependence on T - T*. This is typically expressed as 

(2.56) 

The parameter ~o is known as the bare correlation length, and its measurement is a main goal of the present 
study. Not only does ~o determine the temperature dependence of the correlation lengths, it in fact determines 
the length scale of all physical processes associated with the isotropic-nematic transition. 

2.5 Calculating the scattering intensities 

Without further ado, let us calculate the expected intensity of scattered light. 
In a generalized scattering experiment, a beam of light of some polarization, described by the Stokes 

vector Si, strikes a sample and scatters in all directions. A detector captures light scattered through some 
particular angle, and a polarizer on the detector, described by the Mueller matrix 11!, selects scattered 
light of a specific polarization. If the Mueller matrix of the scattering interaction is 11, the intensity Iif 
measured at the detector is then 

Ii! = (11! I1Si) l' (2.57) 

that is, the intensity component of the Stokes vector 11 ! I1si. 
In the present experiment, we are free to use any polarization types that make it convenient to extract a 

correlation length. If we take the scattering plane to be horizontal (as it is in the actual experimental setup), 
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one useful arrangement takes both the initial and final polarizations to be totally vertically polarized. In this 
situation, the incident Stokes vector is Sv = 10(1,-1,0,0), where 10 is the intensity of the incident beam, 
and it is easy to check that the Mueller matrix representing a vertical polarizer is 

-1 
1 
o 
o 

o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

Hence, the intensity of scattered light under this arrangement is9 

1vv = (/1 v /1sv h 

) 
10 

= "2(f.tll + f.t22 - 2f.t12) 

Plugging in the elements of /1, we find: 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

which, substituting in for the (E;') and collecting all the coefficients into one constant of proportionality C, 
becomes 

[ 1 kT kT ] 
1vv = C· "3' a + (b + 2c/3)q2 + a + bq2 . (2.61 ) 

Of course, we are not limited to the vertical-vertical polarization arrangement. Knowledge of the Mueller 
matrix enables us to calculate the scattered intensity for arbitrary polarizations. Another situation of 
particular interest involves vertical polarization of the incoming beam paired with a horizontal polarizer on 
the detector. Since the Mueller matrix /1 H for a horizontal polarizer is 

1 1 0 

~). ~ '( 1 1 0 
(2.62) JLH=2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

a similar chain of calculations shows us that 

10 
1VH = "2(f.tll - f.t22) 

g21 
= T [4s2((E~) + (E~2)) +4c2((Ei) + (E~l))J (2.63) 

[ 
2 kT 2 kT ] 

= C S . (T _ T*)(l + ~rq2) + c . (T - T*) [1 + (~r + ~V2)q2l ' 

using the same C as above. 
Yet another arrangement, useful when dealing with questions of chirality (although we will not be dealing 

with such things here), calls for incident light that is right-circularly polarized and a Rep polarizer on the 
detector. In such a situation we use the incident Stokes vector SR = 10 (1,0,0,1) and the polarizer Mueller 
matrix 

C 
0 0 

D f----t 1 0 0 0 
(2.64) 

JLR=2 ~ 0 0 
0 0 

9Recall that J112 = f.t21. 
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We then find that the scattered intensity IRR is 

(2.65) 

Similar expressions can be worked out for other polarizations as desired. 
At this point it is common for the experimentalist to make the so-called one-constant approximation, 

which amounts to setting 6 = o. Essentially, in this approximation we concern ourselves strictly with the 
size of correlated regions, not their shape, and in so doing simplify the intensity expressions. In particular, 
we get 

CT 
Ivv = (T _ T*)(l + ~2q2) (2.66) 

and 
3 3CT 

IVH = 4Ivv = 4(T _ T*)(l + ~2q2)· (2.67) 

Here C is simply a collection of constants of proportionality, and includes no dependence on T or 8, the 
independent variables in this experiment. This expression is amenable to use in experiment, so we are nearly 
done. 

2.6 Double scattering 

Near the isotropic-nematic transition, it may happen that the scattering probability is large enough that 
we cannot ignore the possibility of multiple scattering. The analysis of double-scattering events is not too 
difficult, so we pursue it briefly here. 

We consider the scattering geometry shown in Fig. 2.4, and follow the path of a single photon. Take the 
radius of the sample test tube to be 1 (the actual size of the tube will appear as an overall multiplicative 
constant). Let us assume there are exactly two scattering events. The first must happen someplace along the 
trajectory of the incident beam (line AB), say at X, and the second must occur someplace along the viewing 
line of the detector (line CD), if the photon is eventually to reach the detector. Further, let us assume that 
the effect of correlation length on the scattering probabilities is small enough that we can neglect it in the 
double-scattering case; then scattering is isotropic, and the probability ofthe photon scattering in such a way 
that it reaches line CD, and could potentially reach the detector, is proportional to the angle 0: + (3. Once 
the photon reaches the line CD, the probability that it scatters into the detector is insensitive to position. 
Thus, the intensity hx due to double scattering, measured at a detector at angle 8, will be 

12x (8) ex 211 (0:(8, X) + (3(8, X)) dX (2.68) 

where the 2 appears because we integrate once for the case where the first scattering event occurs before the 
photon reaches the center of the tube, and once for scattering after the center. 

We should technically worry about polarization states here. If a vertically-polarized photon scatters twice 
and comes out vertically polarized, it might have stayed vertically polarized the whole time, or it might have 
switched to horizontal polarization and back again. Luckily, however, this does not change the present 
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D 

Figure 2.4: Geometry for double scattering. Line AB is the line of the incident beam, line CD is the viewing 
line of the detector. The first scattering event happens at X. 

analysis, because Ivv and IVH = I Hv are proportional in the one-constant approximation. Since we have 
made the further approximation of ignoring the correlation length altogether, Eq. 2.4 stands as written. 

We next calculate the angles a(e, X) and (3(e, X). From the law of sines, 

1 X X X 
sina sin(180° - e - a) sin(a+e) sin a cos e + cos a sin e 

X sin a = sin a cos e + cos a sin e 

( sine ) 
a = arctan X _ cose . 

We find similarly: 

(3 = arctan (X :nc~s e ) . 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2.71 ) 

(2.72) 

The integral in Eq. 2.68 can now be evaluated numerically. The result, up to the quadratic term and good 
to the last decimal place in each coefficient, is: 

I2x = B(T)(0.22 + 0.0454e - 0.000252e2 ), (2.73) 

where the temperature-dependent constant of proportionality B is explicitly indicated. 
We now add this double-scattering intensity to the single-scattering intensity previously derived, and 

find: 
CT 2 

Ivv = (T _ T*)(l + ~2q2) + B(0.22 + 0.0454e - 0.000252e ), (2.74) 

where B and ~ depend on temperature and C does not. This is the theoretical prediction for our experiments. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental details 

3.1 Apparatus 

The main components of the experimental setup are a BI-200SM goniometer from Brookhaven Instruments 
Corp., whose sample cell temperature can be controlled, and an Innova 70 Spectrum mixed-gas argon-krypton 
laser fired at 488 or 514.5 nm and 25 m W. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.l. 

The detector arm of the goniometer can swing between 15°and 155°. It has an analyzer that can be set to 
pass either vertically or horizontally polarized light (the incident light from the laser is polarized vertically). 
A "snout" on the end of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) excludes stray room light and limits the viewing 
angle of the PMT to about 1°. The intersection of the incident beam with the viewing region of the PMT 
determines the scattering region for the experiment. Approximating this region as a parallelepiped, it can 
easily be shown that the scattering volume varies as 1/ sin e, with a minimum at a 90° scattering angle. 1 To 
correct for this changing scattering volume, we multiply the raw intensity data at each angle by sin e. The 
detector optics include a selection of pinholes used to control the amount of light reaching the PMT (primarily 
to avoid saturation of the detector), and a selection of bandpass filters, including 488 and 514.5 nm, to help 
exclude stray light. 

The computer and software used to collect data and control the goniometer were built by the goniometer 
manufacturer. One notable aspect of the software is a built-in correction for detector "dead time." Another 
is a "dust rejection" feature. Since small particulates will tend to scatter extra light, the software takes 
several one-second-Iong intensity measurements at each scattering angle, and tries to fit them to a Poisson 
distribution; if the fit is bad enough, the highest measurement is discarded and another measurement is 
made. This process continues until a satisfactory number of properly-distributed measurements accumulate. 

The liquid crystal sample is placed in a 1 cm-diameter glass vial. This is then placed in a circular 
glass vat filled with a cis-trans mixture of decahydronaphthalene (Decalin), an index-matching fluid used to 
reduce scattering off the glass-Decalin interfaces. (The purpose of the vat is mainly to reduce the effect of 
imperfections in the glass surface, by spreading them out over a larger area, and to provide a convecting 
medium to aid in temperature control. Also noteworthy is the flatted entrance window on the vat, which 
reduces distortion of the incident beam.) The Decalin is pumped through a 0.2 p,m filter periodically between 
data-collection runs to remove dust particles. The temperature controller (an Isotemp 1016S) maintains the 
temperature of the sample cell by piping heated water through it, and is adjustable in O.l°C increments. A 
copper vs. copper-nickel thermocouple immersed in the Decalin (and well out of way of the beam) provides 
temperature measurements to within 0.03°C (or 0.001 mY). 

lThe "infinite" volumes obtained at scattering angles of OOand 180°, as sin () vanishes, are unattainable with the equipment, 
so they are not of concern. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of experimental setup. 

In between repetitions of the experiment, we periodically adjusted the alignment of the goniometer. We 
tested the alignment by making intensity measurements with just Decalin in the sample vat. Since Decalin 
is a molecular scatterer2 , the scattered intensity should have no angular dependence. We maintained an 
alignment that gave an isotropic intensity signal to within 0.5 to 1 % (approximately the expected size of 
statistical variations based on the number of photon counts), with no discernable pattern to the variations. 

Other factors, besides alignment, can induce an angular dependence in detector efficiency. The most 
significant is the nature of the sample vial used. We made intensity measurements on a vial of Millipore 
water, which should also be a molecular scatterer with isotropic scattering. We observed that small smudges, 
scratches, or deviations from circular symmetry (including a slightly tilted vial) could induce angular de
pendence in the intensity signal on the order of a few percent. Care was taken to avoid these pitfalls; but 
once a sample of liquid crystal is in place, the angular anisotropy due to correlation length effects tends to 
dominate that from the sample vial, so these problems cannot be directly detected and fixed. 

We found that the beam from the laser wandered a bit as the temperature in the lab changed, which 
caused the beam to stray from the aperture in the shuffle plate on the steering/focusing lens. This resulted 
in a change in the intensity of light falling on the sample. By removing the shuffle plate, we largely solved 
this problem and improved stability; however, it is possible that doing this also increased the amount of 
back-reflection from the lens assembly into the vat. 

2That is, the scattering is due to molecular induced dipole moments, not larger-scale effects. 
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3.2 Liquid crystals used in the experiment 

We have used four liquid crystals in our experiments: p-methoxy benzylidene p-n butyl aniline (MBBA), 1-
isothiocyanato-4-(trans-4- propylcyclohexyl) benzene (ICPCHB), p-pentyl-p'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB), and 4,4'
dihexylazoxybenzene (DHAOB) Table 3.1 lists relevant information for each substance, including significant 
phase transitions and indices of refraction for the wavelengths used to analyze them; Fig. 3.2 shows their 
chemical structures3 . 

Compound Phase transitions Index Notes 
MBBA N ----; I at 42.1 ± 0.3°C 1.65 Degrades over time. 

Absorption peak at 325 nm. 
Analyzed at 488 nm. 

5CB N ----; I at 34.5 ± 0.1 °C 1.60 Analyzed at 488 nm. 
ICPCHB C ----; N around 38.5 °C 1.60 Analyzed at 488 nm. 

N ----; I at 41.1 ± 0.1 °C 
DHAOB C ----; N around 40°C 1.67 Strong absorption peak at 350 nm. 

N ----; I at 53 ± 1°C Analyzed at 514.5 nm. 

Table 3.1: Some properties of the liquid crystals analyzed. 

CN N=C=S 

5CB ICPCHB 

MBBA DHAOB 

Figure 3.2: Chemical structures of the liquid crystals analyzed. 

These compounds were chosen to represent a range of properties: polar (5CB and ICPCHB) vs. non
polar (MBBA and DHAOB), longer side-chain (5CB and DHAOB) vs. shorter (ICPCHB and MBBA), and 
more polarizable (5CB, MBBA, and DHAOB, due to the double benzene rings) vs. less (ICPCHB, with 
one benzene and one cyclohexane), with the goal of illustrating some connection between these chemical 
properties and bare correlation length. 

31ndices of refraction for MBBA and DRAOB were extrapolated, using the Sellmeier equation for n as a function of distance 
from absorption peak, from data found in [1] and [3]. The index for 5CB at 488 nm is given in [8]. The index for 5CB was also 
used for ICPCRB, because of their chemical similarities. 
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All of the samples are prepared by passing the sample substance through a 0.22 p,m filter to remove 
particulates; ICPCHB and DHAOB have to be melted first, as they are crystalline at room temperature. 
MBBA, a more unstable compound, is prepared under nitrogen gas and then sealed. 

3.3 Experimental procedure 

For the purposes of this experiment, shorter-wavelength light is better. This is because the correlation 
length ~ is multiplied by the scattering vector magnitude q = 4;; sin( ~) in the expression for scattering 
intensity. Therefore, the angular dependence in intensity induced by the correlation length will be more 
obvious for small >'0. The lowest-wavelength line practically obtainable on our equipment was 488 nm, so 
this wavelength was used for most of the compounds. For DHAOB, however, 488 nm is close enough to 
the near-UV absorption band that there was significant fluorescence. We used 514.5 nm instead for this 
compound, which is the next strong line for our laser. 

The actual experimental procedure is as follows. Having placed the sample vial in the goniometer, we raise 
the temperature to about 1°C above the nematic- isotropic transition temperature. These temperatures had 
been previously determined using a microscope with heating stage and crossed polarizers4 , although visual 
confirmation of the phase change is also easy. Once the temperature has equilibrated, we then make scattering 
intensity measurements at approximately 20 angles ranging between 15° and 155°, with the detector arm going 
first clockwise then counterclockwise; these measurements are averaged together for each angle. We then 
raise the temperature on the temperature controller and wait for thermal equilibrium, which takes 30-40 
minutes at low temperature, and as much as 2 hours at 50°C and higher-this is the main limitation in our 
data taking-and repeat the scattering measurements. We repeat this procedure to as high a temperature 
as is practical. 

4The nematic phase is birefringent, but the isotropic phase is not. Hence the microscope's field of view is dark if the sample 
is in the isotropic phase, and light if it is in the nematic phase. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and analysis 

In the Theory chapter, we derived some expressions for intensity of scattered light as a function of deflection 
angle (), absolute temperature T, and polarization states. The one we will use for most of the following 
analysis reads: 

Ivv = 
CT 2 

(T _ T*)(l + ~2q2) + B(O.22 + O.04538() - O.000252() ) 

CT 2 
-,---------:-----:-----:-----;-4-----:-"'(}...,..-::-:- + B(O.22 + O.04538() - O.000252() ), 
(T - T*)(l + (~. ;'on sin(2))2) 

( 4.1) 

where in the second line we have substituted in for the magnitude q of the scattering vector, using the index 
of refraction l n of the liquid crystal, and the vacuum wavelength Ao of the incident light. The constants B 
and C should not depend on () or T, and collect the effects of such factors as scattering volume, detector 
efficiency, and the relative weight of single- and double-scattering events; we will treat them as unknown 
parameters. 

We outline the general analysis procedure before diving into the data. At each temperature, we have 
collected data giving intensity as a function of scattering angle. Thus for each T, we can perform a least
squares regression fit to a version of the theoretical prediction of Eq. 4.1: 

A 2 
Ivv = . (} 2 + B(O.22 + O.04538() - O.000252() ), 

1 + (X sm(2)) 
(4.2) 

in which we float the three unknown parameters A, B, and X. Fitting with the composite parameter 

A = CT/(T - T*) (4.3) 

will enable us to test the way in which single-scattering intensity scales with temperature. We can also 
investigate the temperature dependence of the double-scattering parameter B; though we added this term 
in a somewhat ad hoc manner, it seems reasonable to expect a dependence of the form 

( 4.4) 

since the double-scattering probability should go as the square of the single-scattering probability. Finally, 
X = ~ . 4;'on is a dimensionless scale parameter from which we can determine~. We will use it to test the 

1 Because we are concerned with liquid crystal in the isotropic phase, there really is just one macroscopic index of refraction, 
although the anisotropy in the microscopic dielectric constant can give rise to different microscopic indices. 
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predicted temperature dependence of the correlation length: 

~ 
~ =~ov~, 

and try to get an estimate of the bare correlation length for each compound. 

(4.5) 

We now apply this method of analysis with each of the four compounds: MBBA, DHAOB, ICPCHB, 
and 5CB. 

4.1 MBBA 

The use of p-methoxy benzylidene p-n-butylaniline (MBBA) in this study presents certain difficulties, notably 
that the compound is prone to degrading in quality over time; and in fact this process accelerates with heat. 
The main effect of this degradation is to reduce both T * and the transition temperature, which in turn 
decreases the correlation length at any given temperature. To reduce the amount of degradation during 
data-taking, we prepared the sample under nitrogen gas, as previously mentioned. 

On the other hand, there are several reasons we felt it important to include it in our experiment. MBBA 
is one of the more venerable of the nematic liquid crystals, and it has been extensively studied. Furthermore, 
it is one of the two compounds for which a bare correlation length has been reported. Stinson and Litster 
report ~o = 6.8 ± 1.0 A in [11], while Gulari and Chu give ~o = 5.5 ± 0.2 A in [6] . 

An unfortunately-timed failure of the building climate-control system invalidated the last half of this run 
with MBBA. Therefore, we present only the first half, and draw from it what conclusions we may. Good 
intensity measurements were made at 5 different temperatures, at approximately 1 °C increments between 
42.94 °C and 46.86 DC. A representative scan is shown in Fig. 4.1. Certain features of this plot should be 

MBBA at 44.90 DC 
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1.0810' 
0 

0 

1.0610' 0 

1.0410' 

1.0210' 

110' 
Single'scattering lit 

aue Error 
A 1.0904e+05 197.83 
X 0.34953 0.0050758 o " 

9.810' Chisq 3.51ge+06 NA 
R 0.99331 NA 

o 
9.610' "--_--'-__ L-_--'-__ L-_--'-__ L-_--' 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

Scattering angle C) 

Figure 4.1: Intesity vs. scattering angle, for MBBA at 44.90 DC. 

noted. First, the relative variation in intensity as a function of scattering angle is quite small, only about 6% 
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of the total signal. This is in fact typical for this study: the scattering anisotropy caused by the correlation 
length is small, and this effect becomes smaller yet with temperature. Next, note that the intensity drops 
monotonically with angle. If there were significant double scattering (as we will see in other data) , there 
would be a characteristic rise and fall to the data, with the peak lying someplace near, but to the left of, 90° . 
Fitting to Eq. 4.2 yields a very small, negative value of B, further suggesting that there is no appreciable 
double scattering. For this reason, the double-scattering correction is left out of the fit on this run with 
MBBA. Fig. 4.1 shows the result of fitting with the single-scattering term only. 

The fitted values of A and ~ are plotted against temperature in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 , respectively. The fitted 
lines shown follow Eqs. 4.3 and 4.52 . 

Fig. 4.2 shows that the single-scattering intensity varies with temperature just as predicted. The value 
for the pseudocritical temperature, T* = 312.95 K = 39.80 °e, is also about what we expect: one or two 
degrees below the transition temperature. 

Things are somewhat less clear-cut when we turn to Fig. 4.3. While the data lie well within error of the 
fitted line, the pseudocritical temperature T* = 256 K = - 17 °e is clearly wrong, and the bare correlation 
length of ~o = 40.6 ± 14 A is much larger than any value previously reported. One way to interpret this is to 
speculate that there is some effect , other than that of the correlation length, causing an angular dependence 
in the scattering intensity. Likely culprits include the shape and positioning of the sample vial, as discussed 
in the Experimental chapter. Such or similar effects would be insensitive to temperature variations, and 
their effect would be to add a constant baseline to ~. We therefore append an additive constant to our fit 
and try again. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4. The resulting fit is somewhat closer to the data, and the 
value of T* = 310 K is much closer to what we expect than before. The value ~o = 1.7 A is suspiciously low. 

2It should be noted that a ll of the fits for temperature dependence t ake account of the error bars generated in the fixed
temperat ure scans. The weighting for each point is inversely proport ional to the square of its error. Data points with absurdly 
large error bars are included only for completeness, and have essentially no bearing on the fitted curves. 
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Figure 4.2: Single-scattering magnitude vs. t emperature for MBBA. 
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Correlation length for MBBA 
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Figure 4.3: Correlation length vs. T for MBBA. 
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Figure 4.4: Correlation length vs. T for MBBA, with a floating baseline fit. 
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But the errors are very large, likely due to the small number of available points. We shall keep these results 
in mind and move on to the next compound. 

4.2 DHAOB 

4,4 '-dihexylazoxybenzene (DHAOB) is crystalline at room temperature, and its nematic-isotropic transition, 
at 53 °C, is much higher than any of the other compounds used in this study. Additionally, it has an 
absorption peak in the near ultraviolet, which is so strong as to lead to significant fluorescence at the 488 nm 
wavelength used for all the other compounds in this study. Because of this, we used 514.5 nm light to probe 
this compound. This makes the analysis of DHAOB somewhat more delicate: the scattering vector q varies 
inversely with wavelength, so that the effects of correlation length are less evident than at 488 nm. 

Intensity scans were made at 12 t emperatures, ranging from 54.30 °C to 65.07 °C by approximately 1 °C 
steps. Fig. 4.5 shows a representative scan, at 60.11 °C. While the general downward trend of the data points 
seems to indicate only trivial double-scattering magnitude, the fit without the double-scattering correction is 
actually quite bad, as shown in Fig. 4.6. In truth, the major downward trend of the data, right down to the 
slight upward bump around 80°, is an artifact of some kind. It is repeated at every t emperature with almost 
no change in shape: consider Fig. 4.8, which shows a scan taken at the highest t emperature of 65.07 °C, 
where we expect double-scattering to be weaker. 

This makes the fitting results for B and X, which reflect the shape of the scattering profile, highly 
suspect. The single-scattering magnitude, however, is quite nicely behaved even in these conditions, though 
perhaps the pseudo-critical temperature T * = 47.14 ± 0.22 °C is suspiciously low compared to the 53 °C 
transition temperature; see Fig. 4.9. 

Consider Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, which show the double-scattering magntiude with the second- and first
power fits. These plots reveal something very interesting. 
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Figure 4.5: Intensity vs. scattering angle for DHAOB at 60.11 °C. 
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DHAOB at 60.11 ·C 
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Figure 4.6: Intensity vs. scattering angle for DHAOB at 60.11 dc. No double-scattering correction. 
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Figure 4.7: Intensity vs. scattering angle for DHAOB at 54.30 DC. 
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Because of the overriding artifact present in this data, we do not expect B to be a true measurement of 
the amount of double scattering that occurs in the sample. Consider, however, what we do expect: if the 
structure of the data is due mainly to a temperature-independent artifact , with only the overall intensity 
scale changing with t emperature, we should find that A and B have the same temperature dependence, with 
a roughly constant correlation length. And these expectations are borne out: the first-power fits for A and 
B are both very good (and better than the second-power fit for B) , and they have, to well within error, 
the same T * , which is very different from the second-power fit 's. Furthermore, Fig. 4.12 shows a relatively 
constant correlation length. 
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Figure 4.8: Intensity vs. scattering angle for DHAOB at 65.07 DC. 

From all this, we might t entatively conclude the following: the presence of experimental artifact is 
signalled by a first-power dependence on T for the "double-scattering magnitude" B; closeness between the 
T* values on the first-power fits for A and B ; and a relatively constant "correlation length." Presumably the 
absence of these signals would indicate that the experiment was running more or less properly, and would 
improve our confidence in the results. We should keep an eye out for these signals in what follows. 
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Single-scattering magnitude for DHAOB 
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Figure 4.9: Single-scattering magnitude vs. T for DHAOB. 
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Figure 4.10: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for DHAOB. Second-power fit. 
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Double-scattering magnitude for DHAOB 
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Figure 4.11: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for DHAOB. First-power fit. 
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Figure 4.12: Correlation length vs. T for DHAOB. 
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4.3 ICPCHB 

The compound 1-isothiocyanato-( 4-trans-propylcyclohexyl) benzene (ICPCHB) is crystalline at room tem
perature, and its nematic-to-isotropic transition (at 41°C) occurs quite closely after the crystalline-to
nematic (at 38.5 °C). We ran the experiment two times with the same sample of ICPCHB. 

4.3.1 First run on ICPCHB 

In the first run, measurements were made at 10 temperatures, ranging from 41.33 °C to 44.23 °C (by 0.5 °C 
increments) to 46.90 °C (by 1.0 °C increments). Fig. 4.13 shows a typical scan, at T = 44.23 °C. Double 
scattering is evident; in fact, the arc of data points is very nearly symmetric about 90°, and there is only a 
very slight effect from the correlation length. 
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Figure 4.13: lntesity vs. scattering angle, for ICPCHB at 44.23 °C. 

Fig. 4.14 plots the single-scattering magnitude against T, and shows the fitted curve (which is quite nice). 
The value of T* = 37.66 ± 0.05 °C is, however somewhat further from the transition temperature than we 
expect. 

Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 both show the same double-scattering magnitude plotted against temperature, fitted 
to second-power and first-power curves, respectively. It appears that the first-power fit hugs the data 
slightly more closely than does the second-power, but the second-power value T* = 36.06 ± 0.72 °C is closer 
to the value obtained from the single-scattering fit than is the first-power value T* = 39.47 ± 0.30 °C. 

Fig. 4.17 shows the correlation length against temperature, along with a fixed-baseline fit that yields 
T* = 37.75 ± 7.5 °C and ~o = 2.5 ± 2.2 A. While the uncertainties in these results are large, the pseudo
critical temperature is well in line with that determined by the single-scattering magnitude fit, which has 
so far been less questionable than the fit for B, and the bare correlation length is certainly reasonable. The 
floating-baseline fit was also performed, but the extra parameter adds nothing. 
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Figure 4.14: Single-scattering magnitude vs. T for lepeRB. 
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Figure 4.15: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for lepeRB. Second-power fit. 
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Double-scattering magnitude for ICPCHB 
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Figure 4.16: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for ICPCHB. First-power fit. 
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Figure 4.17: Correlation length vs. T for ICPCHB. 
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4.3.2 Second run on ICPCHB 

The same sample of ICPCHB was used for a second experimental run, this time with a larger temperature 
range: from 41.19 °C to 51.82 °C by 1°C steps (except for two half-degree steps at the outset), for 13 
temperatures altogether. A representative scan, at 44.10 °C, is shown in Fig. 4.18. Except for a change in 
aspect ratio, the intensity scans appear similar to those from the first run. 
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Figure 4.18: Intesity vs. scattering angle, for ICPCHB at 44.10 °C. 

Fig. 4.19 shows the single-scattering magnitude, Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 show the double-scattering magnitude 
with second- and first-power fits , respectively, and Fig. 4.22 shows the correlation length. Just as in the other 
ICPCHB run, the values of T* from the A fit and the second-power B fit (37.21 ± 0.06 and 36.23 ± 0.67 °C) 
are in closer agreement than the A fit and the first-power B fit (with T * = 39.92 ± 0.22 0q , but the first
power fit is slightly closer to the data. These values are also all close to those found in the first run with 
this sample. As for the correlation length data, there is not much concrete to be said; due to the very large 
error bars, no fits are really possible. 
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Single-scattering magnitude for ICPCHB 
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Figure 4.19: Single-scattering magnitude vs. T for lepeRB. 
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Figure 4.20: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for lepeRB. Second-power fit. 
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Figure 4.21: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for ICPCHB. First-power fit. 
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Figure 4.22: Correlation length vs. T for ICPCHB. 
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4.4 5CB 

Aside from MBBA, p-pentyl-p'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) is the only liquid crystal for which we have a previously 
reported bare correlation length. In his honors thesis [9], Jacob Krich found that ~o = 3.9 ± 0.3 A for 5CB, 
using very similar methods to those used in the present thesis. We performed the experiment twice on 
a sample of 5CB. We also took a rather different experimental approach on a separate sample, which is 
discussed in Section 4.5. 

4.4.1 First run on 5CB 

In the first run, data were taken at 15 temperatures, ranging from 35.17 to 49.55 DC, with steps ranging 
from 0.2 DC around the lower temperatures, increasing up to steps of 3.0 DC at the high end. The rationale 
for this was to have many points near T*, where there is the most variation in our fitting parameters, and 
yet to have a large temperature range to establish the asymptotic behavior. Fig. 4.23 shows a typical scan, 
at 38.26 DC. Double scattering is apparent. 
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Figure 4.23: Intensity vs. scattering angle for 5CB at 38.26 DC. 

Fig. 4.24 displays the usual close fit to theory for the single-scattering magnitude, with T* = 33.37 ± 
0.01 DC, just 1 DC below the nematic-isotropic transition. Figs. 4.25 and 4.26 show the double-scattering 
magntitude with second- and first-power fits, respectively. Note that the second-power fit is slightly better, 
and its value of T*, 32.85 ± 0.06 DC, is quite close to the A fit's value. The first-power fit gives a value of T* 
slightly above the transition temperature, which would be physically quite unlikely. 

The correlation length data are shown in Fig. 4.27, with a floating-baseline fit to theory. The fit is quite 
nice, with a value of T* in line with the others. The bare correlation length is ~o = 3.3 ± 0.7 A, which is 
within error of the number reported by Krich. 
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Figure 4.24: Single-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. 
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Figure 4.25: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. Second-power fit. 
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Double-scattering magnitude for SCB 
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Figure 4.26: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. First-power fit. 
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Figure 4.27: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB. 
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4.4.2 Second run on 5CB 

In the second run with 5CB, 14 temperatures were used, ranging from 35.12 DC to 46.29 DC, in variable 
jumps similar to those in the preceding run. Fig. 4.28 shows typical data, taken at 38.15 DC; it is quite 
similar to the first run of 5CB. 

5CB at 38.15·C 
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Figure 4.28: Intensity vs. scattering angle for 5CB at 38.15 DC. 

Fig. 4.29 shows the single-scattering magnitude, Figs. 4.30 and 4.31 show the double-scattering magnitude 
with second-power and first-power fits, respectively, and Fig. 4.32 shows a floating-baseline fit to the reduced 
correlation length. While there are no especially obvious artifacts in the individual intensity scans, these 
fits show many of the same characteristics as the DHAOB run: the T* values for the A and first-power B 
fits are close together, with the second-power value as an outlier, and the range of ~ values is only about 
one quarter of that in the first 5CB run. This suggests that some temperature-independent effect essentially 
transferred part of the angular anisotropy from the correlation length to "double-scattering," resulting in 
a bare correlation length that is too low. We should probably not take this value, ~o = 0.80 ± 0.21 A, too 
seriously. 
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Figure 4.29: Single-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. 
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Figure 4.30: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. Second-power fit. 
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Figure 4.31: Double-scattering magnitude vs. T for 5CB. First-power fit. 
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Figure 4.32: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB. 
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4.5 5CB redux: a different approach 

We have also analyzed 5CB using a second, rather different approach closely based on that of Stinson and 
Litster in [11]. The approach centers around the measurement of IVH for pairs of supplementary angles. 
Recall from the Theory chapter that 

I _ CT (sin2(~) COS2(~)) 
VH - T - T* 1 + ~iq2 + 1 + (~i + ~~~)q2 (4.6) 

where C is a collection of temperature- and angle-independent constants. Because q is of order 0.01 nm- 1 

and the correlation lengths are of order 10 nm or less, we can expand in a Taylor series in q, and safely drop 
fourth-order and higher terms, to get 

(4.7) 

From this it is straightforward to show that the difference between measurements at supplementary angles 
is 

CT 2 47rn ( )
2 

D..lvH(B) = IVH(B) - IVH(7r - B) = T _ T* . ~l To cosB. (4.8) 

This equation has the interesting feature that it separates 6 from 6. It also eliminates the need to worry 
about double scattering. The double-scattering correction for IVH is not the same as that for I vv , because 
we must include the possibility of HH scattering for the second scattering event. Yet, it still turns out to 
be symmetric about 90D. This means that the double-scattering intensity is equal for supplementary angles, 
and the correction drops out when we subtract. On the other hand, any angular anisotropy induced by our 
equipment will be substantially magnified in significance with this method.3 

The other difficulty with this equation is that we must determine T* separately from 6. We proceeded 
as follows. We collect data points giving Iv H (B; T) in the standard manner (except that the analyzer on the 
PMT is switched to pass horizontally polarized light). For fixed angle and high enough T, the eq2 terms 
become negligible, and Eq. 4.7 becomes 

CT 
IVH(T; B) = T _ T* (4.9) 

We can fit the intensity data for fixed angle, as a function of temperature, to this equation to determine C 
and T*. As an added bonus, this should extract, through any angular dependence in C, the temperature
independent anisotropy caused by equipment effects. These can be removed from the data by dividing by 
C(B). This should help alleviate the error-magnification problem mentioned above. Once this has been done, 
a fit of the difference measurements for each T to 

T 47rn 2 ( )
2 

D..lvH(B) = T _ T* To ~l cosB (4.10) 

will yield 6 (T). These points can then be fitted to the theoretical dependence to get a bare correlation 
length. 

This experiment and analysis were performed on 5CB, using five temperatures between 34.79 DC and 
38.62 DC. A scan for the 34.79 DC D..lvH data (after division by C(B)), plus the cosine fit, is shown in 

3Stinson and Litster avoided this problem by utilizing a beam-splitting arrangement, which allowed them to have the incident 
beam enter the sample cell from either of two points 1800 from each other. The result is that the supplementary scattering 
angle is obtained by switching the incident beam's entry point, leaving the scattered beam to exit the same point on the sample 
cell. This arrangement is impossible on our equipment. 
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Figure 4.33: Corrected anisotropy of supplementary angles for 5CB at 34.79 ac. 

Fig. 4.33. Note that D.!vH(B) = - D.!VH(n: - B) automatically. The large deviations from the fitted curve 
are most likely due to equipment-based anisotropies, which were not fully eliminated by the analysis method. 
The analysis thus far yielded T * = 32.88 ac. 

The correlation length data produced from this analysis are shown in Figs. 4.34 and 4.35 , which include 
a fixed-baseline and a floating-baseline fit, respectively. It is rather hard to determine which fit to believe, 
since neither fit gives an unreasonable T* or bare correlation length. Probably each should be taken with a 
grain of salt, involving as they do a series of three regressions. We tentatively prefer the fixed-baseline value 
of 60 = 4.7 ± 0.6 A, based on the closeness of this number to results of other trials. 
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Figure 4.34: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB. Fixed baseline fit. 
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Figure 4.35: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB. Floating baseline fit. 
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4.6 Trying to correct for experimental defects 

At several points in the foregoing analysis, we have run into the problem that angular dependence caused 
by equipment defects, and not any property of the liquid crystal, can throw off our results (sometimes 
rather dramatically, as in the case of DHAOB). For this reason, a method for removing these effects during 
the analysis would be highly desirable. The procedure in the previous section is one alternative: at very 
high temperatures, the correlation lengths are negligibile, and the intensity at every fixed angle scales as 
CT/(T - T*). The angular dependence induced by the equipment should then come out in the constant of 
proportionality C. However, this method of analysis almost never works unless data are taken at tempera
tures above about T* + 10 DC or more (the success of this method with 5CB was something of a stroke of 
luck). This makes it difficult to perform with our temperature controller (which begins to labor at 60 DC) 
for the compounds with high transition temperatures. When applied to the DHAOB data, this analysis did 
correctly pick out the artifact, but the more-or-Iess constant correlation length remained. 

An easier method is available, but only practical for 5CB. We simply take Ivv data as usual, then 
raise the temperature very high and take several scans there. If the temperature is high enough, both 
correlation length and double scattering effects will be negligible, and any remaining angular dependence 
is the temperature-independent artifact we wish to eliminate. All the lower-temperature data can then be 
divided by the high-temperature scan, and the analysis then proceeds as before. The first two runs with 5CB 
also included high-temperature scans of this kind, taken at 57 DC, nearly 25 DC above T*. Using the high
temperature correction yields (eventually) the correlation length data shown in Figs. 4.36 and 4.37. The bare 
correlation lengths of 6.2±0.1 A and 2.5±0.2 A are each about 2 A higher than the values obtained from the 
same data without the high-temperature correction. The fact that the value of ~o found during run #1 is still 
much higher than that from run #2 should give us pause. We previously understood the disparity between 
these two results (before the high-temperature correction) as being caused by some experimental defect. 
Since the high-temperature correction is intended to account for such defects, it is of some concern that the 
two values of ~o have not been brought any closer together. Either the correction did not work properly 
(perhaps even higher temperatures are needed), or the discrepancy is due to some completely different effect 
from the ones we have considered. 
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Figure 4.36: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB run #1, with high-temperature correction. 
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Correlation length for SCB 
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Figure 4.37: Correlation length vs. T for 5CB run #2, with high-temperature correction. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

We have investigated the light-scattering properties of the isotropic phase of four nematic liquid crystals, 
with a variety of results. One prediction of the theory has been quite well verified: in every run in every 
liquid crystal, the single-scattering magnitude A was found to follow the dependence A = CT I(T - T*) very 
closely. Examination of the theoretical development reveals that this dependence is a result of a somewhat 
arbitrary choice made in the Landau-de Gennes energy density expression: that the leading coefficient is 
linear in temperature. Our observations show that this simple assumption is justified at temperatures as 
low as 1 °C above the transition temperature. Due to the consistent quality of this model, we also take the 
value of T* given by our A fit to be our best estimate of the actual psuedo-critical temperature. We find 
this temperature to be about I-2°C below the transition for MBBA and 5CB, as expected, but find T* to 
be 4 °C below the transition for ICPCHB and 6 °C below for DHAOB. The difference between T* in MBBA 
and ICPCHB in particular, which have similar transition temperatures, is somewhat surprising. 

We have also examined the temperature dependence of the double-scattering magnitude, and of the 
correlation length for the pretransitional fiuctations associated with the isotropic-nematic transition. Inter
pretation of these results is harder. As shown by the case of DHAOB, experimental artifact can masquerade 
as either "double-scattering" or "correlation length" effects. Warning signs of this situation include a first
power dependence of the double-scattering magnitude B on temperature, and a high, constant correlation 
length. Efforts to remove these artifacts through various analytical means met with only partial success. 

The results of our experiments are given in Table 5.1, for those compounds analyzed in our standard 
approach, and in Table 5.2, for 5CB analyzed using tllvH measurments (see section 4.5 for details). 

Compound A fit 2nd-power B fit 1st-power B fit Correlation length fit 
T* (K) T* (K) X2 T* (K) X2 T* (K) ~o (A) 

MBBA 39.80 ± 0.01 nla nla nla nla 37± 37 1.7 ± 12.8 
ICPCBH run 1 37.66 ± 0.05 36.06 ± 0.72 2.7 39.47 ± 0.30 1.23 37.8 ± 7.5 2.5 ± 2.2 
ICPCHB run 2 37.21 ± 0.06 36.23 ± 0.67 5.03 39.92 ± 0.22 3.95 nla nla 

DHAOB 47.14 ± 0.22 34.9 ± 3.1 0.85 46.4 ± 1.6 0.55 nla nla 
5CB run 1 33.37 ± 0.01 32.85 ± 0.06 24.6 34.62 ± 0.01 158 33.57 ± 0.47 3.3 ± 0.7 
5CB run 2 32.96 ± 0.01 31.33 ± 0.14 49 34.19 ± 0.04 2.7 34.76 ± 0.12 0.80 ± 0.21 

Table 5.1: Results of standard analysis. 

Judging mainly on the grounds of consistency of results, we feel fairly confident that the results for 
ICPCHB run 1 and 5CB run 1, as well as 5CB run 3 with the fixed-baseline fit, can be taken fairly seriously. 
(The remaining runs can perhaps most usefully be interpreted as giving lower bounds to ~o, or as exemplars 
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Compound H.T. fit 
T* (K) 

5CB run 3 32.8 ± 0.1 

Table 5.2: Results of D..lvH analysis. 

of what problems can arise.) In all of these successful runs, the warning signs typified by DHAOB seem 
small or absent. The second-power fit for B is good, if not better than the first-power fit, and the pseudo
critical temperatures given by the A, second-power B, and correlation length fits are all fairly close together. 
Additionaly, the range of variation of ~ with temperature is at least significant (if not necessarily dominant) 
compared to the apparent asymptotic value. The values of ~o from these runs with 5CB are, furthermore, 
gratifyingly close to each other and to Krich's reported value of 3.9 ± 0.3 A; the lower value from run 1 can 
perhaps be understood as the effect of a small artifact, which added a temperature-independent "correlation" 
effect that showed up in the 5 nm offset. 

To conclude, we address the relationship between our results and the chemical structures of the molecules 
(obviously, anything we infer to this effect is still rather speculative). Taking at face value the previously
published results for MBBA of ~o = 6.8 ± 1.0 A (in [11]) and ~o = 5.5 ± 0.2 A (in [6]), we make the following 
remarks. The bare correlation length for ICPCHB seems significantly shorter than that for MBBA and 5CB. 
This can be understood as a result of the higher polarizability of the last two molecules, afforded them by 
the double benzene rings. The speculation that longer length of side-chain implies larger ~o is also consistent 
with the data. The effect of a highly polar head, however, seems to be a decrease in bare correlation length. 
Why this should be is unclear. Further investiagation will be needed to sort out this puzzle. 
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